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ABSTRACT
The Portuguese public administration has a core technological in-
frastructure for interoperability, which assures reliable core trans-
actions, but takes all information objects as equals, leaving any
necessary specialization to the applications. However, public ad-
ministrations are highly regulated environments, which implies
business processes involving entities of that domain are subject to
strong requirements for information management. Records man-
agement in special is a speci�c concern, meaning metadata for that
purpose must be produced along the production of the regular busi-
ness information objects. In that sense, when two or more entities
of a domain of this kind engage in transactions, it is helpful for
all those involved if also metadata created for that purpose can be
shared, which requires it to be commonly understood. In Portu-
gal, national guidelines have been developed to support that goal,
remaining now the challenge of their implementation. This is a clas-
sic problem of interoperability in distributed information systems,
which has particular challenges when scoped in the domain of a
large public administration, involving thousands of local systems.
This paper describes the results of a research project intended to
provide a proof of concept for that for the case of the Portuguese
public administration, which resulted in a case of application of
the Canonical Data Model method. The metadata schema produced
is assessed using the Bruce-Hillman metadata quality framework,
which made possible to conclude by its e�ectiveness, along with
suggestions for future improvements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Organizations within the same public administration, or others
that must deal with these, exchange information frequently among
them. This information, which used to be mainly in the form of
physical paper-based documents, tend to be now fuzzy business
objects when the transactions are supported by digital information
systems. However, these documents need to be kept as records in
the sending and recipient organizations.

Records are evidences of business, making it the management
of records within an organization extremely important. The Por-
tuguese Public Administration (Portuguese PA) is made of multiple
organizations, each one is expected to manage its records according
to its speci�c regulations and requirements, while obeying to a same
general legal framework. For that purpose, all those entities are ex-
pected to have de�ned and put in place speci�c records management

systems (RMS), speci�cally conceived to capture, store and manage
records. Those are expected to be socio-technical systems, involv-
ing people with speci�c responsibilities and roles, and technology
to support that. In some cases, the technological components of
those systems have their own technological realizations, commonly
known as electronic records management systems (ERMS), while
others build the capabilities for that integrated in business systems.
Even in the spite of common requirements transversal to all the
Portuguese PA, in any case the correct solution always will depend
of the local speci�c requirements and regulations. However, the
fact that already exists an interoperability infrastructure for the
integration of information systems for the Portuguese PA, and also
that meanwhile common requirements for records management
have been successfully emerging, motivates the hypothesis for pro-
viding common support for that embedded in the existing common
infrastructure.

The promotion of measures by the Portuguese government de-
materialize business processes, promoting �exibility, speed and
reduction of costs, led to the development of an interoperability
project to also ensure the sharing of information for records man-
agement among public organizations.

This paper presents the results of a �rst phase of that project,
which consisted in the development and validation of a data model
for records metadata. This document follows by presenting, in sec-
tion 2, in the �rst part a description of the current interoperability
measures in the Portuguese PA, and in the second part an overview
of techniques for ensuring systems interoperability. These tech-
niques are the basis for the development of the solution, which are
presented in section 3. The results of the experiments performed on
the solution proposed are analyzed in section 4 and the conclusions
and future work are presented in section 5.

2 BACKGROUND
This section presents the most relevant research developed regard-
ing the management of records, interoperability and their current
role in the Portuguese PA. In this section, are also presented the
di�erent integration approaches considered for this research.

2.1 Records Management and Records
Management Systems

According to the ISO 15489-1:2016[12], records are information
that is created, received and maintained as evidence of an organiza-
tion’s business process and as an asset in pursuit of legal obligation
or in the transaction of business.

The same standard de�nes records management as the "�eld
of management responsible for the e�cient and systematic control
of the creation, receipt, maintenance, use and disposition of records,



including processes for capturing and maintaining evidence of and
information about business activities and transactions in the form of
records"[12], and thus accordingly it de�nes RecordManagement
Systems as information systems that capture, manage and provide
access to records. According to the same standard, all records
should be de�ned by metadata elements and every system should
have one or more metadata schemas that state which metadata
elements should de�ne a record.

This standard is technologically neutral, assuming a RMS al-
ways will be a socio-technical system, as in every business domain
there are always responsibilities and accountability due to humans.
However, the increasing dematerialization of business transactions
makes the alignment between the human and the automated sides
a permanent focus of attention and challenges.

2.2 Interoperability in Public Administrations
The Decision no. 922/2009/EC[8] de�nes interoperability as the
capability of two or more diverse PA organizations to interact
by sharing information and knowledge through the exchange of
data between their information and communications technology
systems. The European Interoperability Framework for European
Public Services describes four levels of interoperability[6]: legal,
organizational, semantic and technical. This research focus mainly
on achieving semantic interoperability across the Portuguese PA,
while still considering the other levels stated.

Semantic interoperability is the capability of two or more in-
formation systems to exchange information, while guaranteeing
that the information’s original meaning and context is maintained
after the exchange, in the recipient system. Without a semantic
agreement, two systems can communicate but the information ex-
changed becomes meaningless to the counterpart. The exchange of
data across di�erent information systems can face multiple barriers,
such as the lack of a commonly agreed metadata schema, or diver-
gences in interpretation of the data exchanged[7]. Therefore, the
establishment of a common reference to be used by every organiza-
tion is crucial to achieve interoperability in the domain of PA. The
de�nition of a metadata schema that is used by every organization
within the PA will facilitate the correct sharing of metadata records
every time two RMS engage in a transaction. A metadata record is
shared when it is produced in a RMS and sent to another RMS, and
reused by the receiver to create a local record. MIP is the current
Portuguese metadata schema produced to be applied by PA entities
when managing their records. However, as exposed next, the use
of this metadata schema is only a recommendation and not legally
mandatory.

2.3 MIP - Metadata for Interoperability
DGLAB1, which is the entity that has the role of national archive
in Portugal, de�ned MIP2 to support metadata interoperability for
records management, with the goal of de�ning a common schema
to be used by public agencies to characterize their records.

MIP is a metadata schema, comprising 17 metadata elements, de-
�ned to ensure the semantic interoperability within the Portuguese

1"Direção Geral do Livro, Arquivos e Bibliotecas" in Portuguses, which stands for
General Directorate for Book, Archives and Libraries
2"Meta-informação para Interoperabilidade" in Portuguese

PA. By de�ning a common schema to be applied by all di�erent
PA entities to their records, the goal was to ensure that the data
exchanged was equally interpreted by every RMS of the Portuguese
PA, to provide them with the capability of generating new local
records described by the metadata received, without e�ort. This
way, the records from one RMS could be easily integrated into an-
other RMS, since they were described using the same data structure.
To identify the metadata elements important to be in the schema,
requirements from records management international standards
were considered. These standards state the metadata elements each
record should contain to guarantee the record’s authenticity and
reliability[2].

Even though the development of MIP was promoted by the
Portuguese government, it is not legally mandatory for PA organi-
zations to use it in their records. This generates a problem, taking
into account that a common language, used by every organization,
is what ensures semantic interoperability in the �rst place. The use
of the same data schema to characterize records guarantees that
records are rightfully recognized, captured, stored and managed by
any system that supporting that schema.

Other problem related to MIP is in the way it was developed.
MIP was developed by DGLAB, the governmental organization
responsible for Portuguese archives. When developed, the use of
information systems with records management capabilities was
not considered, which led to the detection of �aws in MIP if used
to achieve interoperability among automated RMSs, as is shown in
subsection 4.1.

2.4 MEF/LC - Functions and Processes in the
Portuguese Public Administration

MEF/LC is the result of the national project ASIA3[13] and consists
in the merge of ontologies MEF4 and LC5. MEF is a classi�cation
scheme that constitutes a conceptual representation of the functions
performed by public sector organizations, providing two levels of
classi�cation. The �rst level represents the State functions and the
second level the subfunctions in which the level 1 instances can be
divided (for example, "Strategic planning and management"6 is a
state function of level 1, with code 150, and "Policy de�nition and
evaluation"7 is a subfunction with code 150.10)[9].

LC[10] is a catalogue of the business processes executed by
the Portuguese PA. MEF/LC collects the information provided by
these two classi�cation models, establishing a 4-level classi�cation
scheme to be used by the organizations as a referential in the devel-
opment of their own functional business classi�cation schemes[14].
MEF/LC is summarized by a table of codes that de�ne the functions,
subfunctions and business processes executed by public agencies.
This table has an incremental feature[13], allowing the integration
of new business processes by new organizations.

The main problem with MEF/LC is the lack of mandatory legis-
lation able to establish the use of this classi�cation model by public
organizations, in similarity with MIP. Since it is not of mandatory
use, only a small number of organizations of the Portuguese PA use
3"Avaliação Suprainstitucional da Informação Arquivística" in Portuguese
4"Macroestrutura Funcional" in Portuguese
5"Lista Consolidada" in Portuguese
6"Planeamento e Gestão Estratégica" (in the original[9])
7"De�nição e Avaliação de Políticas" (in the original[9])



this classi�cation model to classify their records. As a result, orga-
nizations can chose to apply this classi�cation model or use another
that suits their needs, generating a discrepancy in classi�cation
models and, consequently, in the way records are classi�ed.

Multiple services o�ered by the Portuguese PA require a col-
laboration between di�erent public entities. This collaborative
approach is often achieved through the exchange of documents
among organizations, reason why interoperability has always been
a concern in the Portuguese PA. Interoperability measures such
as MIP or MEF/LC were developed considering this collaborative
feature of the Portuguese PA. However, a closer analysis of these
measures allowed to conclude that they may not be enough for
the scope of this research. This work will provide the PA with
an interoperability solution that considers the measures de�ned,
whilst being capable of mitigating the �aws they may possess.

2.5 Integration of Information Systems
In this subsection we will introduce the fundamental state of the art
of architectures for integration of information systems, in relation
to the the integration platform currently used by the Portuguese
PA.

2.5.1 SOA and ESB Architecture

Nowadays, where integration is concerned, businesses opt for ap-
proaches like a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and an Enter-
prise Service Bus (ESB). SOA provides the capability of designing
the business as a collection of services, or applications, where each
application is responsible for one task within a business context.
ESB are integration platforms that allow the coordination of inter-
action between di�erent applications from di�erent sources[4], by
routing messages from one application to another.

Often used together, these approaches may encounter limita-
tions, specially regarding data integration. Data integration is the
process of combining di�erent data from various sources to gener-
ate an uni�ed view of all the data intended. Data integration can
became very complex when using a SOA-ESB approach, specially
in large SOA projects, since multiple systems exchange data with
one another but can have di�erent data de�nitions. To mitigate
this problem, ESB o�ers message transformation, the process of
converting the data format of a message to another, through the
de�nition of mappings that correlate the di�erent data schemas
with each other, which can be applied in Point-to-Point Integration
pattern or a Canonical Data Model approach.

2.5.2 Point-to-Point Integration

A Point-to-Point integration technique requires, for each service,
the manual creation of a message translator for every application
it interoperates with, establishing a translation per interaction.
Therefore, each di�erent data schema is translated as many times
as there are di�erent data schemas within an ESB. Any change in
any of the data schemas implies changing its translation in every
system it communicates with. Figure 1 (left) depicts the number of
message transformations that would be required in a process with
six di�erent applications and six di�erent data schemas.

Figure 1: Point-to-Point Integration (left) and Canonical Data
Model (right) [11]

2.5.3 Canonical Data Model Integration

The Canonical Data Model (CDM) methodology consists of devel-
oping a data model known by every system within the same ESB
process. Each system is responsible for de�ning their own message
translator, from the CDM to its own data format, to interoperate
with another application of the ESB. This way, every system only
needs to develop one message translator, instead of developing a
message translator per di�erent data format within the ESB. Fig-
ure 1 (right) illustrates how a CDM supports the integration of an
application within the ESB. This approach ensures that applications
are able to interoperate with one another as long as they are able
to translate the CDM into their own data format.

2.5.4 Comparative Analysis

Regarding the number of translation steps, Point-to-Point Inte-
gration approach requires only one translation step in an inter-
action between two di�erent applications, whilst the Canonical
Data Model Integration approach requires a double translation[11]:
from the source application’s data format to the CDM and other
from the CDM to the target application’s data format. Consider-
ing that each translation adds latency to the message �ow inside
the ESB[11], the need to introduce an extra translation step can
decrease performance results in a Canonical Data Model approach.

Point-to-Point integration also requires a di�erent message trans-
lator for every application inside an ESB, which increases the com-
plexity of this process every time a new application is added, or
every time there is a need to change the translation of a data format.
The use of a CDM reduces the complexity of message transforma-
tion in an ESB, and still guarantees the �exibility and heterogeneity
that characterize a SOA[5]. With a CDM approach, a new level of
indirection is added among applications’ individual data formats,
making easier future changes in the data format (being only nec-
essary to update that application’s translator) and the integration
of new applications (since there is only the need to implement a
translator for the application and the common model and not a
translator for every application).

Regarding scalability, the two approaches present limitations
when a change occurs. In a Point-to-Point integration, if there
is a change in any of the data formats of the applications of the
ESB, all translations need change. In a CDM approach, if a change
in the common data model is required, every application needs
to update their data transform. On the other hand, the CDM can



reduce the complexity of this process by guaranteeing that, when
developing the model, the process is done with the maximum level
of abstraction possible, considering every application’s data format,
while still ensuring a response to the business needs.

The use of a Point-to-Point integration is di�cult in large SOA
projects, since it requires a large number of message translators.
Considering the diversity and size of the Portuguese PA, the de�-
nition of a CDM was the approach chosen. Even if sacri�cing the
performance, by adding the second translation step required by the
CDM, the reduction of the complexity of the process pays o� in the
end.

2.5.5 iAP - Interoperability Framework for the Por-
tuguese Public Administration

The Administrative Modernization Agency (AMA), is the Portuguese
agency responsible to promote modernization within the PA. In
that scope, it developed iAP8, the interoperability framework for
the Portuguese PA. The main objectives for the development of this
interoperability platform were to 1) simplify the communication be-
tween organizations and business partners by streamlining business
processes and developing services, and 2) facilitate and minimize the
costs and e�ort of developing new business processes[1]. Although
the platform has four main components, only the functionalities
provided by the Integration Platform, a platform developed as a
state-wide SOA, that provides a catalog of services published and
consumed by entities of the Portuguese PA, will be explored. The
invocation of these services is mediated through the use of an ESB,
provided by iAP.

The problem detected in this framework, in the scope of this
study, is the lack of support for the sharing of metadata records.
The results of this research is a solution for that. To achieve a
successful sharing of metadata records among di�erent systems,
there needs to be a semantic agreement regarding the schema of
that metadata, to ensure it is recognized and that a new local record
can be created in the recipient RMS with minimal e�ort.

3 SHARING RECORDS METADATA IN THE
PORTUGUESE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Interoperability can only be achieved through a mutual agreement
on all basis: technical, semantic, organizational and legal. The
solution developed focus on technical and semantic interoperability,
in the development of a consensual data model to be applied as
the service interface for the new service in iAP that allows the
exchange of documents and their metadata. A service interface is
a metadata document that de�nes which data the service needs,
describing the message format to be used for data exchange among
systems. A service interface can be de�ned by a WSDL or an XSD,
reason why the CDM developed was implemented as the XSD of
the iAP service.

3.1 Solution Overview
iAP, the Portuguese interoperability platform, o�ers a set of ser-
vices, all of them de�ned by a speci�c CDM, ensuring that all the
information required is provided by the organizations who invoke
8"Interoperabilidade da Administração Pública" in Portuguese

these services. The solution developed is a CDM for a new service
in iAP, which will allow the sharing of documents and their meta-
data among systems. When there is a need to share a metadata
record among multiple organizations, the service is invoked and
the CDM proposed is populated with all the information required.

The development of this CDM was based on the national interop-
erability metadata schema, MIP (see subsection 2.3). Although MIP
has issues, as stated in subsection 2.3 and shown next in subsec-
tion 4.1, the information it provides must be preserved and included
in the CDM proposed. Using MIP’s element de�nitions, each ele-
ment of the CDM has obligation and repeatability attributes that
state if the record must be present and if it can appear more than
once, in the SOAP message generated when the service is invoked.

This section will be divided into subsections, each one repre-
senting a di�erent type of change MIP elements su�ered when
represented in the CDM proposed.

3.1.1 Equivalent element de�nition

This subsection refers to the elements that maintain the de�nitions
proposed by MIP, when represented in the CDM.

Figure 2: CDM elements that remain similar to MIP elements

Elements Aggregation (Agregacao), Subject (Assunto), Coverage
(Cobertura) and DocumentType’s (TipoDocumental) structure and
meaning remain identical to MIP, the only di�erence being the way
a document type is represented. In the CDM, rather than following
MIP’s de�nition of the element, by allowing the designation of any
value, a numeric code was assign to each document type considered
by this research. Figure 2 depicts the obligingness and repeatability
of the four elements. Also represented is the information regarding
the subelements of the elements, which will a�ect their data type
when implemented, as shown in subsection 3.2.

3.1.2 Addition of new subelements

Although MIP speci�es the elements necessary for a correct descrip-
tion of the record, it was detected, throughout this work, a need to
add subelements to already de�ned MIP elements, to complete the
information provided.

Figure 3: Elements with new subelements

As shown by Figure 3, Description (Descricao) and Title (Titulo)
are two MIP elements to which new subelements were added. Sco-
peAndContent (AmbitoeConteudo) and FormalTitle (TituloFormal)



were added to these elements to complete the information already
provided.

3.1.3 Deprecated subelements

Considering the research context and the circumstances in which
MIP was developed, some of the subelements presented in it are
no longer valid or necessary for the CDM that was developed. The
reasoning behind this decision is either their insigni�cance for the
research (MIP subelement Support), or the repeated information
they would provide (remaining subelements referred in Figure 4).

Figure 4: Elements that lost subelements

Represented in Figure 49, elements RecordDates (DatasRecurso),
Format (Formato) and Accessibility (Acessibilidade) have all lost one
or more of their associated subelements represented in MIP.

3.1.4 Rede�nitions of subelements

As stated, MIP was the foundation for the development of the CDM.
The information transmitted by MIP elements is the same as the
CDM elements. What changes is how this information is o�ered.
Some of MIP elements have been restructured in the CDM, in order
to provide more de�ned information to ensure that its original
meaning is maintained when captured by another RMS.

Figure 5: Elements that su�ered multiple changes

In Figure 5 are represented the elements that have su�ered mul-
tiple changes (mainly structural). The information provided is the
same, but the way it is structured is di�erent, in order to respond
to the needs of automation of metadata capture and record creation
processes, promoted by the CDM proposed.

For identifying organizations, elements Identi�er (Identi�cador),
Producer (Produtor) and Receiver (Destinatario) all apply the same
structure to their subelements. XOrganizationType (TipoOrgan-
ismoX ) and XOrganizationID (IDOrganismoX ) are two types of
9The English translation of the names of the MIP subelements presented in the table
are of the responsibility of the authors. The original names, in Portuguese, can be
consulted in [2]

subelements that were introduced in these elements with the goal
of providing a normalization to the identi�cation of organizations.
X represents the organization in question. For example, for element
Identi�er, there is subelement InteroperabilityIdenti�er (Identi�-
cadorInteroperabilidade) containing subelements GeneratorOrgani-
zationType (TipoOrganismoGerador) and GeneratorOrganizationID
(IDOrganismoGerador), which identify the organization who was re-
sponsible for exchanging the document and its metadata for the �rst
time, through iAP’s service. DocumentID (IDDocumento) is the third
subelement of subelement InteroperabilityIdenti�er and provides
the identi�er of the record inside the generator organization.

The way organizations are identi�ed in the CDM is changed
when compared to MIP. The proposed CDM considers the need for
an automation of the processes of capturing the documents and their
metadata and registering new records in the RMS. This automation
can only be guaranteed if the data in the element is normalized,
i.e. if values or data formats and structures are de�ned previously
and agreed by all participant organizations. For that reason it was
de�ned that, in the CDM, organizations would be identi�ed using
only one common method, a SIOE10 code. SIOE assigns to each
organization an unique code. The type of organization is stated in
elements XOrganizationType, with values from 1 to 3 (1 is a SIOE
registered organization, 2 is a non-SIOE organization but using iAP
and 3, which is only used in element Producer, is for organizations
that do not fall in none of the other categories but produced a
document that is used in a transaction. The unique number that
characterizes the organization is hold by element XOrganizationID.

3.1.5 New metadata elements

When developing the CDM, new metadata elements were also intro-
duced. Figure 6 displays all of the elements that are not represented
in MIP and were added to the CDM. The obligingness and repeata-
bility of the elements is represented in the table and both features
will a�ect the way they are implemented in the XSD of the service,
as shown in subsection 3.2.

Figure 6: New elements introduced in the CDM

The element Priority (Prioridade) was added in order to provide
to the organization the information regarding the handling priority
of the documents received. KnownReferece (VossaReferencia) is also
a new element added to the CDM, to use only when the metadata
record is sent as a response to a request. For example, an informa-
tion object B is considered a response when its content answers
what was required by another information object A, and is sent
to the entity who sent the information object A. This relationship
could be represented by element Relationship (Relacao), whose func-
tion is to relate all these information objects. Nevertheless, the
use of this element does not guarantee the correct identi�cation of
10"Sistema de Informação da Organização do Estado" in Portuguese



an information object as the responsible for triggering a response
object. Considering object B has two related objects (object A and
object C), both objects sent by the same entity, Entity Y. Consider
also that element Relationship is the only element capable of in-
dicating which objects are related to object B. In this case, upon
receiving the record metadata of object B, Entity Y’s RMS would
not be capable of identifying which one of the related objects (A or
C) was the responsible for triggering response object B. Seeing as
A and C are both related to B, and can even have the same type of
relationship, Entity Y’s RMS may not be able to identify object B
as a response to object A, misidentifying B and the meaning of its
content. To avoid this, element KnownReference was added to the
CDM. This element is exclusively meant to indicate which related
object triggered the response object being sent. By using this ele-
ment, Entity Y’s RMS would recognize A as being a response to B,
independently of how many objects were related to object B.

Speci�cMetadata (MetadadoEspeci�co), is a new subelement which
provides organizations with a way of adding any extra information
that should be transmitted by the record’s metadata. OtherClassi�-
cationCode (OutroCodigoClassi�cacao) was introduced to provide
organizations that do not use MEF/LC as a classi�cation model,
the capability of identifying the classi�cation model used. The
addition of this element was a necessity considering the CDM was
designed to promote the use of MEF/LC by the organizations of the
Portuguese PA.

3.2 XSD Implementation
For implementation, the new data model was applied to the XML
Schema De�nition (XSD) of the iAP service, aggregating the docu-
ment and its metadata.

To represent the repeatability and obligingness of the elements,
the minOccurs and maxOccurs indicators are used. To represent
a repeatable element (i.e. an element that can appear more than
once in the SOAP message generated), maxOccurs’ value must be
unbounded, meaning that the element can be applied as many times
as wished by the system. To represent a mandatory element, the
indicator minOccurs must take the value of 1 if the element is
mandatory, indicating that the element must appear at least once,
and the value of 0 if the element is optional. Listing 1 depicts an
excerpt of the XSD �le where element OtherClassi�cationCode is
characterized as being optional (minOccurs = 0) and repeatable
(maxOccurs = unbounded), as shown by Figure 6.

In the XSD, elements are portrait as complexTypes if they have
subelements associated, or simpleTypes if not. Subelements who
have subelements associated, are represented by complexTypes as
well, generating an hierarchical architecture that allows systems
to comprehend which elements cannot exist without their parent
elements.

The data format of the elements is also de�ned in the CDM and
it assures that the values assigned for the elements are normalized.
String, dateTime, long, and int are the four types of values that
elements can hold in the XSD �le.

Elements such as Relationship or Identi�er have subelements
whose range of accepted values is limited. RelationshipType (TipoRela-
cao) is a subelement of Relationship that represents the type of rela-
tionships established between two records. All the types of relation-
ships considered are represented by a numeric code, ranging from

1 to 12. To represent this limited set of values, the restriction
attribute is used. As shown in Listing 2, element RelationshipType
can only accept integer values ranging from 1 to 12, implemented
by the use of minInclusive and maxInclusive indicators. As
previously mentioned, XOrganizationType elements are also imple-
mented with restricted values. Listing 2 also shows the restriction
of values subelement GeneratorOrganizationType is subjected to,
this time through enumeration indicators, which expresses the
only values accepted for this element.

Listing 1: Excerpt of the service’s XSD �le for element occurrence

<xs:element name="OtherClassi�cationCode"
type="OtherClassi�cationCode" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

Listing 2: Excerpt of the service’s XSD �le for value restriction

<xs:element name="RelationshipType" minOccurs="1">
<xs:simpleType>

<xs:restriction base="xs:int">
<xs:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xs:maxInclusive value="12"/>

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

</xs:element>
<xs:element name="GeneratorOrganizationType" minOccurs="1">

<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:int">

<xs:enumeration value="1"/>
<xs:enumeration value="2"/>

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

</xs:element>

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the metadata schema proposed, two methods were em-
ployed: 1) a comparison between MIP and the CDM proposed, to
determine and analyze the importance of the CDM and the improve-
ments presented by the model, regarding MIP; and 2) an assessment
of the qualities possessed by the CDM developed, according to the
Bruce-Hillman Framework[3].

4.1 Comparing MIP and CDM
The comparison between MIP and the CDM developed consisted
on the application of the two data models as metadata schemas of
iAP’s service, and were used to describe the same record, in the
same scenario. By applying MIP as the metadata schema, two types
of problems were identi�ed: 1) Lack of rigid norms of application
(Problem A) and 2) Structural problems (Problem B). The CDM
presents solutions for these faults, as it will be described in this
section.

Problem A can be summarized by the lack of controlled vocabu-
laries and limits to the range of values of the elements in a metadata
schema. Controlled vocabularies are a set of accepted values that
metadata elements can hold[15]. MIP documentation provides an
example of the values elements can possess. However, this is not
enough to guarantee interoperability, because it is not certain that
every organization will use and understand the values equally. With



Figure 7: Example of �ow of documents through iAP

MIP, every organization can apply any value they see �t whilst, to
ensure semantic interoperability among di�erent systems, every
organization must apply the same set of values de�ned, so others
are able to know how to interpret the information provided by
the metadata sent. This lack of common values also hinders the
automation, which can only be achieved if these are shared. The
CDM proposed introduces a set of controlled vocabularies to pro-
vide organizations with a limit set of valid values for the elements
proposed.

Problem B arises from the structural problems of MIP. These
structural problems were found in three crucial MIP elements. One
of them is MIP element "Identi�cador de recurso" (Record Identi-
�er), responsible for identifying uniquely a record. The problem
with this element is the way it is structured in MIP, which does
not ensure the uniqueness of the identi�er of a record within an
interoperability process. MIP element "Relação" (Relationship) also
has structural problems. One of its subelements, "Tipo de Relação"
(Relationship type), contains multiple subelements, one for each
type of relationship the record may established with another. This
structure is not e�cient since most of the subelements would be
left blank. The third problematic MIP element is "Código de clas-
si�cação" (Classi�cation code). The structure of this MIP element
constitutes a problem, with users not being able to identify the
classi�cation model used to classify the record and, consequently,
the record’s classi�cation not being interpreted correctly by the
receiver system.

For a better understanding of the origin of these problems and
how the CDM provides solutions for them, an example will be
presented.

As illustrated by Figure 7, suppose that Entity A wants to inform
Entity B. Upon receiving the document and its metadata (repre-
sented in Figure 7 as an unique entity for a simple understanding),
a local record is created in the RMS of Entity B, from the informa-
tion received. After analyzing the received information, Entity B
develops a response document, registers the related information in
its RMS and sends the response to Entity A. Without the solution
proposed, entities would send the document via e-mail or letter,
which would lead to unnecessary costs and time spent, and could
potentially lead to an ine�ective management of records, since
there is no guarantee that a new record would be locally created in
the RMS of Entity A upon receiving the document.

Suppose that entities are already registered in iAP and have
integrated into their own RMSs the service provided by iAP. They
have also already de�ned a translation of their own data format to
the CDM.

As stated, the use of MIP AS-IS as the canonical data model of
the service would lead to multiple faults. The �rst problem would
be the type of identi�er used. MIP provides the user with the choice
of applying to the record any type of identi�er the organization
deems �t. However, for this case, there must be an unique type
of identi�er, used by every entity within the same process. The
CDM has a default value for this element ("MDC-iAP") to indicate
how the record will be identi�ed and what identi�er structure the
system can expect.

The way records are identi�ed using MIP would also generate a
problem if used to identify records in the context of this work. MIP
o�ers only one element to hold the value identi�er of the record.
This element in MIP does not have any special structure to ensure
that the identi�er of the record, which must be unique, remains
unique when shared with multiple organizations within the same
interoperability process. A record must have an unique identi�er in-
side one entity, whilst a di�erent entity can have a di�erent record
with the same identi�er. If those information objects end up in
the same interoperability process, there is no way to identify them
uniquely. This is considered a structural problem, falling under
category B. To resolve this issue, CDM introduces a new structure
for the identi�er element, with three subelements. Subelements
GeneratorOrganizationType and GeneratorOrganizationID provide
information about the organization that identi�es the record, while
DocumentID holds the identi�cation code provided by said organi-
zation. This way, even if two entities have di�erent records with the
same identi�er, as each organization is identi�ed with an unique
code, the set of the three subelements ensures that each identi�er
is unique to its own record. In this example, using MIP, Entity A
would send an information object with an identi�er unique within
the business scope of Entity A, but with no meaning within Entity
B. Using the CDM, Entity A, who in this example will be repre-
sented by SIOE code 13130000, would send an information object
DocumentID O�cio2222 but associated to its code 13130000, making
the identi�er unique.

For identifying the classi�cation model used, MIP only o�ers
one element, which can hold any value the organization deems
appropriate, without restrictions. This would not be a successful
approach for indicating this information. Since MEF/LC is not of
mandatory use, entities are able to classify their records as they
see �t. MIP allows organizations to do just that with their records.
However, one of the keys for success resides on the receiver or-
ganizations identifying correctly the class of the record. Without
knowing which classi�cation model is used, that is not possible.
This is the reason why, when developing the CDM, an extra element
(OtherClassi�cationCode) was introduced, to provide the organiza-
tions with the option of not using MEF/LC whilst still informing
the receiver system of which classi�cation model is being used.
However, the use of MEF/LC is promoted by the CDM, by present-
ing a restructuring of the Classi�cationCode element, in order to
motivate all entities to apply MEF/LC to their records.

Another problem with using MIP in this context, arises in the
way entities are identi�ed in the record’s metadata. MIP, in its
documentation, provides examples such as the use of NIF11, the
Portuguese method for identifying taxpayer entities, for identifying

11"Número de Identi�cação Fiscal" in Portuguese



organizations. The problem in this situation is the fact that MIP
provides this solution, and others, as a suggestion only, and not as a
norm, leaving entities free of choosing any method they deem �t for
identifying organizations, not guaranteeing that every organization
is capable of recognizing the entity referred. That is the reason why,
in the CDM, it was de�ned that every entity would be identi�ed
using SIOE or, if not present in SIOE, other code that is on a database
controlled by AMA. Since SIOE can be considered the registry of
public organizations in Portugal, the universe of organizations
whose codi�cation must be managed by AMA is restricted to the
non-public organizations that also use iAP. SIOE was chosen instead
of other examples provided by MIP, such as NIF, because NIF would
not be a viable approach, considering that multiple organization
can have the same NIF, since they can be �nancially dependent to
the same general secretariat, not responding to the need that every
organization must be identi�ed uniquely. In this case, using the
CDM, Entity A could be identi�ed by the SIOE code 13130000 and
Entity B as 13110000, for example.

To identify the relationships establish with the record, MIP pro-
vides element "Tipo de Relacao" (Relationship type), as mentioned,
which contains 11 subelements, each one responsible for identify-
ing a di�erent type of relationship. As stated, this is not e�cient.
To mitigate this, CDM provides a new structure to identify the rela-
tionship type, de�ning each type with a number from 1 to 12 (with a
new added relationship type), in subelement RelationshipType, and
identifying the related record’s ID, in subelement RelatedRecordID.
The CDM also introduces element KnownReference, to identify the
record who triggered a response. In this example, Entity A sends to
Entity B an information object with identi�er O�cio2222, sending
the document and the associated metadata through iAP. Entity B
receives this information, makes a records in its RMS, produces a
new information object and sends it to Entity A as a reply. This
new object has ID O�cio3333 and is a response to record O�cio2222.
To establish this relationship between information objects in the
metadata when invoking the service, Entity B could use the ele-
ment Relationship to identify the object O�cio2222 as related to
O�cio3333, through one of the relationship types provided. How-
ever, using this element does not ensure a smooth operation and
identi�cation when a response is required, due to the fact that ob-
ject O�cio3333 can have other associated objects from Entity A,
with the same type of relationship, besides O�cio2222. If that case
the system of Entity A might not be able to identify which one of
these related objects is O�cio3333 meant to be a response to, and
thus its meaning would be lost. Therefore, the need for element
KnownReference. This way, Entity B, whilst keying the metadata,
indicates in element KnownReference O�cio2222 as the object to
whom O�cio3333 is a response to.

The results of the comparison helped identify the need to develop
a new data model and the reason why MIP was not chosen to be
applied directly to the service. MIP provides all the fundamental
ideas on what is required in a Portuguese metadata schema to
correctly identify the records, but it does not provide a well-formed
structure to be applied digitally. MIP was developed focusing more
on how to identifying records within an organization and less in
how these records would be interpreted if their metadata was shared
with a di�erent organization.

4.2 Assessment of the CDM qualities
The Bruce-Hillman Framework (BHF) is a technique to assess the
qualities of metadata schemas[3]. It addresses seven qualities: com-
pleteness, provenance, accuracy, conformance to expectations, log-
ical consistency and coherence, timeliness and accessibility. Each
quality is associated with questions whose answers provide a nar-
rative score, as depicted in Figure 8.

According to the BHF, Completeness is the capability of the
metadata schema to describe the object as completely as possi-
ble, considering the project’s resources. To measure this quality,
the BHF presents two questions. As shown in Figure 8, the �rst
question can be answered a�rmatively, considering that the CDM
was developed under the in�uence of MIP. As concluded in sub-
section 4.1, MIP was not designed to be applied to records that
are meant to be exported to other systems, since it does not en-
sure that the identity of the record is maintained when exported12.
However, MIP was developed as a measure for describing records
metadata correctly. Even if the way MIP is structured is not ideal
and would not generate good results if applied in this context, it
is a fundamental reference for CDM. This way, we can sustain
CDM supports e�ectively the creation of the local record, since it
follows the requirements from MIP. When developing the CDM,
and in similarity with MIP, there was a consciousness that not
every element is always required, since many just provide extra
information that helps to identify the record, but is not necessary
seeing as other elements are capable of providing enough. However,
every element that is considered crucial to describe the record is
present and is mandatory, meaning that the information provided
by those elements is always transmitted, without exception. With
this in consideration, the second question proposed by the BHF,
shown in Figure 8 is positive, presenting two examples, in column
"Compliance indicator", of elements crucial to de�ne the record’s
identity.

Provenance, as a quality, is de�ned as the capability the meta-
data has of providing information about its origins and changes
throughout time. To assess that, three questions are proposed, as
in Figure 8. The �rst question tries to understand if the element
set provides information about the responsible for creating the
metadata. The CDM is capable of providing this information, con-
sidering that the responsible for keying the metadata of the record
is the generator organization. The next two questions analyze if
the metadata provides information of how the metadata was cre-
ated and if the metadata has su�ered any transformations since its
creation. The CDM does not provide any information about these
issues. The CDM only registers information regarding the version
of the record but not changes in its metadata.

Another quality promoted by BHF is Accuracy. Bruce and Hill-
man state that a metadata schema should be accurate in the way
it describes the data object, by providing "correct and factual"[3]
information. To assess this, the BHF proposes three questions.
As mentioned previously, when developing the CDM, there was
a concern in ensuring that the information provided by MIP was

12The export of a records from one system to another occurs in very speci�c business
scenarios, due for example a legal obligation, for preservation of the original records
due to the decommission of an old system, etc. Anyway, even if that is not a speci�c
concern of this work, the results here presented also can contribute for that to be more
easily done in the future over the iAP.



Figure 8: Bruce-Hillman framework applied to the CDM[3]

maintained by the new elements of the CDM. Considering this, the
�rst question, shown in Figure 8, can be answer a�rmatively, see-
ing as MIP is an accepted method and was used for the creation of
the CDM. The second question inquiries about what has been done
to ensure valid values and structure for elements of the metadata
schema. While developing the CDM, a great deal of importance was
given to the structure of the elements, since this was the main factor
why MIP was not apt to be used, as shown in subsection 4.1. For
de�ning the CDM, a set of professionals, from di�erent areas within
the community, that would bring di�erent ideas and perspectives to
the table, were selected to help evaluate which values were needed
for each element and what structure the elements should adopt
to achieve the goals of the research. Since the CDM has yet to be
used by organizations within the PA, the third question cannot be
answered due to the lack of information regarding its application.

A metadata schema is in Conformance to expectations if it is
able to respond to the users necessities, by including elements that
the community expects to �nd, while remaining realistic about
what is and is not important to be included. To evaluate this qual-
ity, BHF proposes three questions. The �rst, shown in Figure 8,
can be answered a�rmatively. The de�nition of the CDM was
driven by the need to guarantee that a record would be described
correctly whilst ensuring that this information would not be lose
its meaning when received by another system. Considering that
CDM elements provide the same information as MIP elements, an
accepted standard for de�ning records within the Portuguese PA,

it can be said that the CDM describes what it claims. The second
question inquiries about the use of controlled vocabularies and if
they are aligned with the needs of users and records. When de-
veloping the controlled vocabulary for element DocumentType, a
survey was performed to understand which types of documents
were more frequent within the organizations of the Portuguese
PA. With this information, it was possible to de�ne a controlled
vocabulary with 38 types of documents to be used as values for
the element. This serves as an example of how users’ needs were
taken into account when establishing controlled vocabularies for
each element. The third question refers to the compromises made
throughout the implementation phase, and their registration. To
elaborate the CDM, di�erent opinions of archivists and informa-
tion systems professionals had to be balanced, requiring multiple
compromises, documented in meeting minutes and other inter-
nal documentation produced during the development phase of the
CDM.

Logical consistency and coherence are qualities of a metadata
schema with a consistent structure throughout its de�nition and
associated application pro�le. An application pro�le is a set of
metadata elements with guidelines and policies associated that
indicate how the metadata elements are to be applied to the ob-
jects. In this case, the CDM proposed is throughly explained in
its application pro�le, exposing to the users the accepted values
and utilization norms of every element. As shown in Figure 8, two
questions are associated to this quality. The �rst, questions if the
data in elements is consistent throughout. For this assessment, it
is possible to evaluate what the CDM o�ers, to ensure that the
data will be consistent throughout. This metadata schema is con-
sistent in the way it describes di�erent elements who have the
same functionality in the schema, even if used in di�erent contexts.
Elements of type XOrganizationType and XOrganizationID have the
same functionality of identifying organizations, present the same
structure and accept the same type of values, but can be applied
to di�erent types of organizations and their di�erent roles for the
record. Even if there is not, yet, a set of data that can be assessed
for its consistency, the CDM has provided all the tools to ensure
this consistency. To answer the second question proposed, shown
in Figure 8, taking into consideration the lack of application of the
CDM, it is only possible to compare the architecture of the CDM
with the architecture of MIP, and how consistent the data provided
by both data models would be. As stated in subsection 4.1, MIP does
not provide rigid rules for the data as the CDM does. Although
the MIP provides multiple examples of values to assign to each
element, nothing prevents users of applying di�erent rules in the
same metadata object. Consequently, this does not ensure that the
data will be consistent throughout.

According to the BHF, Accessibility is the capability a metadata
set has to be viewed and comprehended. This quality is assessed
by three questions. The �rst, questions the appropriateness of the
element set for the community. As stated previously, MIP was used
as the basis for developing the CDM. Considering this, it can be said
that the CDM proposed is appropriate for the community, taking
into consideration the concerns from multiple perspectives and
providing a solution for them. The second question inquiries about
the costs of maintenance of the element set. Considering the use of
XML and the results from simulative calculations, it was concluded



that maintenance is a�ordable and even preferable to the costs
of correspondence, nowadays, in the PA. The last question audits
the ease of adding further elements to the set. The CDM provides
element Speci�cMetadata, which allows the temporary addition of
data to the metadata. A more permanent addition to the CDM is
also easy to achieve due to the �exibility of XML, the language used
for implementing the CDM.

Considering the data available, it was not possible to evaluate
the Timeliness, another quality promoted by the BHF, of the CDM
since it refers to metadata and controlled vocabularies updates,
which have yet to be tested.

5 CONCLUSION
The development of the CDM is the �rst step to ensure interoper-
ability among records management systems within the Portuguese
PA. This is a decisive step for achieving interoperability since it
guarantees semantic interoperability among organizations, assur-
ing that they "speak the same language" and that the metadata
exchanged is descriptive enough, and well structured, to enable its
rightful interpretation and the creation of a new record in a new
RMS, based on the information provided. By using MIP as the basis
for the elaboration of this data model, all the necessary elements
for a correct characterization of the records are represented. MIP’s
vocabulary and structural problems are addressed in the CDM pro-
posed, which can be considered an improved version of MIP, ready
to be applied to information systems with records management ca-
pabilities. The results show that the CDM promotes interoperability
through iAP, the Portuguese interoperability platform, by ensuring
that the information exchanged maintains its original meaning.
Results also show that the CDM produced holds 5 qualities, named
Completeness, Accuracy, Conformance to expectations, Logical
consistency and coherence and Accessibility.

Even though the element set produced relates only with the
Portuguese PA, this proposal can be useful to understand the steps
in an information interoperability project, with special attention
on the process of establishing a canonical data model to achieve
semantic interoperability in a SOA-ESB environment.

5.1 Future Work
Considering that the CDM developed stands for the initial steps of
an ambitious project of interoperating all of the di�erent records
management systems of the Portuguese PA, there are still several
steps to be taken to achieve this goal. For the future, it is important
that tests are executed, specially an evaluation regarding the level
of automation that the system can acquire in the capture of the
document and metadata exchanged and storage of new records by
the systems, due to the application of the CDM. The CDM may
need future improvements according to the feedback provided by
the organizations when in use. For example, if the service is highly
used to expedite invoices, the addition of element Price (Preco) may
be considered, instead of using the Speci�cMetadata element, to
refer the price associated with the invoice, every time.
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